Call to Order
Call to Order at 8:10 P.M.

Roll Call
Joel Rodriguez-Flores  EVPLA
Pam Van Dyk- Advisor
Liz Buda  Treasurer
Jon Kalan  Vice Chair
Lindsdey Quock  Chair
Jenna Galoob  Leg Rep
Keith Russell  SBCC Rep
Gerson Sorto  IVTU
Shahan Ahmed  Off Campus Rep

Acceptance of Proxies, Tardies Absences:

Announcements:

Agenda/ Public Forum:

Multicultural Center: Chuck D: A Conversation With The Artist
The Multicultural Center is holding an event in which Professor Theresa G. Johnson will have a conversation with the legendary Rapper Chuck D of Public Enemy. This is going to be a part of the MCC’s focus on spoken word/ rap artists with a message and philosophy that will be very inspiring for students.
Request: $1,500 to help cover promotional costs.

UCSB HEEL: Operation Snack Attack
UCSB Healthy Eating and Living (HEEL) interns will be holding an Operation Snack Attack, an event similar to STAR’s Project Hydrate. HEEL will be standing on DP twice during winter quarter and twice during spring quarter at 11 p.m on Friday nights, handing out goldfish for people to eat. The message is to encourage people to not drink on an empty stomach, and to encourage a healthy living.
Request: $868 for goldfish crackers, and labels explaining purpose.
**Actions Of The Week:**

**MCC: Chuck D: A Conversation With The Artists**
We believe that this event, being held in IV, will bring diversity to the community and shed light on important issues brought to the table by an idol in rap music.

MS: Motion to Allocate $1,500  
MSF: Motion Passed

**UCSB HEEL: Operation Snack Attack**
This is going to be a useful and education project for the IV community, and we believe that it is a positive message.

MS: Motion To Allocate $900  
MSF: Motion Passed

**Open Forum**

**Safety in Isla Vista:**
What can we do to increase safety/ awareness in IV

  **Party Pack:** List of important numbers and resources for UCSB students. Maybe even just a laminated card, something that people can hold on to that could prove valuable.

  We motion to have some sort of pack put together by the beginning of Spring Quarter, to pass out to all students in Isla Vista.

**Homegrown Revolution:**
We plan to contribute to the advertising & publicity of the Homegrown Revolution.

**Committee Project**

**Adjournment:**

MS: Motion to Adjourn at 9:15 P.M  
MSC: Motion Passes by consent